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Abstract: Stargardt disease (STGD1) represents one of the major common causes of

inherited irreversible visual loss. Due to its high phenotypic and genotypic heterogeneity,

STGD1 is a complex disease to understand. Non-invasive imaging, biochemical, and genetic

advances have led to substantial improvements in unveiling the disease processes and novel

promising therapeutic landscapes have been proposed. This review recapitulates the mod-

alities for monitoring patients with STGD1 and the therapeutic options currently under

investigation for the different stages of the disease.
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Introduction
Stargardt disease (STGD1) or Stargardt macular dystrophy is a recessive inherited

retinal disease with an incidence of 8–10 per 100.000 persons.1 First reported by

Stargardt in 1909, it is caused by an autosomal mutation in the adenosine tripho-

sphate binding cassette transporter 4 (ABCA4) gene.2 Autosomal dominant pattern

of inheritance of STGD1 has also been described, in association with mutations in

PRPH2, ELOVL4, and PROM1 genes.3

Yellow or white fish-shaped flecks and photoreceptors, retinal pigment epithe-

lium (RPE) and choriocapillaris (CC) atrophy are the pathognomonic clinical

features of STGD1.4 Flecks result from the accumulation of lipofuscin at the

level of the RPE within or outside the main vascular arcades; flecks are thought

to be the epiphenomenon of the RPE cell metabolic impairment in the clearance of

photoreceptors debris.

STGD1 symptoms typically develop within the first two decades of life and

include progressive, irreversible loss of central and color vision and delayed dark

adaptation. The peripheral visual field is normal and there is no complaint of night

blindness. Nevertheless, the natural course of the disease is characterized by

marked clinical variability with regards to the age of onset, the pattern of fundus

lesions, and the rate of progression.5 Unknown mechanisms as genotype-phenotype

interaction or environment factors could modify the anatomical fate and the func-

tional prognosis. To shed light on these differences, STGD1 patients have been

extensively monitored by means of non-invasive imaging techniques.

Fundus autofluorescence (FAF) classically shows hyperautofluorescence corre-

sponding to the flecks and hypoautofluorescence at the level of the RPE atrophy.6

Angiographic examinations, as fundus fluorescein angiography (FFA) and indocyanine
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green angiography (ICGA) show specific features but are

poorly applicable in the first diagnosis of the disease.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) enlightens on the

changes in the outer nuclear layer, as photoreceptor loss,

RPE abnormalities, or the rare occurrence of choroidal neo-

vascularization (CNV).7 Little is still known about the degree

to which retinal and choroidal vascular networks are

involved in STGD1, but new exciting information is coming

from OCT angiography (OCTA) studies.8–10

To date, no treatment is currently approved for STGD1

patients; however, stem cell therapy, gene replacement, and

pharmacological strategies are the latest therapeutic pro-

mises intended to restore the RPE damage or slow down

the advancement of the disease.11 Recent trials are aiming to

correlate clinical and functional factors with different rates

of RPE atrophy enlargement, helping in stratifying clusters

of patients and fixing clearer endpoints.5,12 The aim of this

review is to recapitulate the modalities for monitoring

patients with STGD1 and the therapeutic options presently

under investigation for the different stages of the disease.

Molecular Basis
ABCA4 encodes for a retinal ATP-binding cassette protein

located on the membrane of the outer segment discs of the

cones and the rods.13,14 ABCA4 works as a transporter that

utilizes the energy of ATP hydrolysis to unidirectionally

translocate retinoids (N-retinylidene-PE and all-trans-

retinal) generated after photobleaching-induced isomeriza-

tion of 11-cis-retinal, from the luminal to the cytoplasmic

side of the disk membrane.13

Following isomerization and release from the cell, all-

trans retinal travels to the RPE to be first esterified by

lecithin-retinol acyltransferase (LRAT) and then converted

to 11-cis-retinol by the isomerohydrolase RPE65. Finally, it

is oxidized 11-cis-retinal before being transported back to the

photoreceptor outer segment, where it is again conjugated to

rhodopsin or cone opsin to form new, functional visual

pigment.13 Failure of this transport results in the accumula-

tion of lipofuscin, the main by-product of the photoreceptor

visual cycle, into the RPE during the process of disk

shedding. Lipofuscin and its components, especially

N-retinylidene-N-retinylethanolamine (A2E), turn out to be

toxic to epithelial and neuronal cells, with consequent RPE

and photoreceptor degeneration.15 ABCA4 knockout mice

supported the hypothesis: accelerated deposition of lipofus-

cin in RPE and increased levels of N-ret-PE have been

observed after light exposure in abca4−/− mice.16

ABCA4 is a large complex gene in chromosome 1 con-

sisting in 50 exons and has a causative role in numerous

retinal diseases; mutations have been found in STGD1,

cone-rod dystrophy, retinitis pigmentosa, and age-related

macular degeneration (AMD).17,18 The extreme complexity

of the gene makes it difficult to establish a thorough analy-

sis of the genotype-phenotype interactions. Its high hetero-

genicity is reflected in the almost 6000 variant types

reported in the literature, the majority located in the coding

region of ABCA4;19 discriminating between normal and

pathological variants is not always possible.19 To add com-

plexity, heterogeneity was observed to vary among different

populations.20–24 Therefore, genetic test represents a crucial

inclusion criterion for access to clinical trials.

The most common genetic variants are missense and

null mutations: the former are generally associated with

a milder presentation, while the latter have severe visual

prognosis and an early vision loss onset, with some excep-

tions. Some missense variants could also lead to fast-

progressive disease, as p.Leu541Pro and p.Ala1038Val.25

On the other hand, homozygous p.Gly1961Glu missense

mutation phenotypically corresponds to adult-onset dis-

ease, with atrophy confined to limited areas of the macula,

mild retinal dysfunction and variable visual acuity.26

This large number of pathogenic variants in ABCA4 only

explain 60–75% of STGD1 phenotypes; other types of var-

iants in non-coding regions, hardly identified through the

most commonly-used strategies of genetic screening, may

account for missing hereditability in ABCA4-related diseases

(that is, the gap between heritability estimates from genotype

data and heritability estimates from twin studies).27,28 Some

of these mutations include hypomorphic29,30 and deep intro-

nic variants, which have a presumed effect on splicing.31–34

Non-coding deep-intronic splice variants represent potential

interesting therapeutic targets for gene therapy approaches

(i.e., CRISPR/Cas9 and antisense oligonucleotide-based spli-

cing correction).31

So far, the use of a variety of mutation detection techniques

for STGDhave been reported, such as single-strand conforma-

tion polymorphism (SSCP)/heteroduplex analysis,35 high-

resolution melting,36 microarray,37 and direct Sanger

sequencing.38 These approaches are labor- and cost-intensive

or low throughput. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) and

whole exome sequencing (WES) strategies, on the contrary,

allows for a comprehensive molecular diagnosis of STGD1 in

a more rapid, cost-effective, and high throughput way.39,40

Nevertheless, a fair amount of patients with clinical diagnosis

of STGD1 remains molecularly “unsolved”,29,41 and this
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could be explained by the presence of yet unknown variants,

unidentified regulatory systems, or inaccurate diagnosis

(phenocopies).

Clinical Presentation
STGD1 clinical spectrum varies widely.4,42 Progressive

bilateral loss can occur at any age; generally, two pheno-

types can be distinguished on the basis of symptoms

onset: a first peak around 20 years and a second peak

around 40 years. Age of onset could be indicative of

disease severity, with earlier onset being associated with

a more aggressive disease course; however, this para-

meter should be interpreted cautiously, as it is mainly

dependent on the degree of involvement of the fovea.

Adult-onset STGD1 is generally associated with missense

mutations and better prognosis, while childhood-onset is

largely linked to null variants with the poorest prognosis.

Cases of very late-onset disease (i.e., after the sixth

decade) are extremely rare.

Many attempts have been published to categorize the

clinical spectrum of the disease; the most widely used classi-

fication belongs to Fishman, who described 4 stages based on

clinical findings, and electrooculogram (EOG), electroretino-

gram (ERG), and psychophysical testing (Table 1).43

Presenting best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) is also

heterogeneous. Moderate to high correlations between

BCVA and both subjective onset (r = 20.64, P = 0.001) and

duration of symptoms (r = +0.71, P = 0.001) have been

Table 1 Classifications of Stargardt Disease. The Groups Proposed Do Not Always Correspond to Different Progressive Stages of the

Disease but Have Important Implications in the Clinical and Functional Assessment of the Patients

Fishman Classification43 Lois

Classification44
FAF45 Early Onset

STGD Fundus

Grading System46

Genotype45

1. Flecks confined to the fovea,

with pigmentary changes;

“beaten-metal” or “snail-slime”

appearance. EOG and both

scotopic and fotopic ERG)

normal (Figure 1)

1. PERG

abnormality with

normal full-field

ERG

1. Localized low foveal FAF

signal surrounded by

a homogeneous background

with or without perifoveal foci

of high or low signal

1. Normal fundus A. Patients with ≥2 severe/null

variants

2. Flecks, extending anterior to

the vascular arcades and/or

nasally to the optic disc. Flecks

might be partially or totally

resorbed. Subnormal cone and

rod responses on EOG and ERG,

delayed dark adaptation (Figure 2)

2. PERG

abnormality with

cone ERG

abnormality

2. Focal low FAF signal at the

macula encircled by

heterogeneous background and

foci of high or low FAF signal

anteriorly to the vascular

arcades

2. Macular and/or

peripheral flecks

without central

atrophy

B. Patients with 1 severe/null

variant and ≥1 variant that are

missense or in-frame

insertion/deletion.

3. Flecks reabsorbed, atrophy of

RPE and CC. EOG testing

subnormal; ERG severely altered

3. Pattern ERG

abnormality with

generalized cone

and rod

dysfunction

3. Multiple areas of low FAF

signal in macular area with

heterogeneous background and/

or foci of high or low signal

3a. Central atrophy

without flecks

3b. Central atrophy

with macular and/or

peripheral flecks

3c. Paracentral

atrophy with macular

and/or peripheral

flecks, without

central atrophy

C. Patients with no severe/

null variant, but ≥2 variants

that are missense or in-frame

insertion/deletion.

4. Further worsening of stage 3,

complete reabsorption of flecks,

extensive CC and RPE loss. ERG

responses extinguished

4. Multiple extensive

atrophic changes of

the RPE, extending

beyond the vascular

arcades

D. Patients with 1 missense or

in-frame insertion/deletion

variant or with only variants

predicted as less likely

pathogenic or uncertain.

Abbreviations: CC, choriocapillaris; FAF, fundus autofluorescence; EOG, electrooculogram; ERG, electroretinogram; PERG, pattern electroretinogram; RPE, retinal

pigment epithelium.
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CBA

ED

Figure 1 Multimodal imaging of a patient with STGD1 and macular involvement. Color fundus photograph (A), near-infrared-autofluorescence (B) and short wavelength

fundus autofluorescence (C). Absence of RPE is visible as an area of irregular hyopoautofluorescence on fundus autofluorescence. Several hyperautofluorescence lesions at

the macula correspond to the flecks. The OCT scan (D) centered on the fovea shows atrophy of RPE and ellipsoid zone and backscattering.

BA

EDC

Figure 2 Ultra-widefield fundus photograph and autofluorescence of an advanced form of STGD1. The area of RPE mottling is comprised between the vascular arcades and

broadens nasally to the optic disc (A, B). The macular area shows a marked hypofluorescence, with a little amount of foveal sparing (C). The OCT scan (C) demonstrates

irregularity in the subfoveal RPE-photoreceptors complex and extensive atrophy in RPE and external retinal layers in the peri- and para-foveal areas. Foveal sparing is better

seen on near-infrared autofluorescence (D) rather than short wavelength autofluorescence (E).
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recently reported.47 Patients with disease onset later than

20 years of age are more likely to maintain lifetime visual

acuities better than 20/200 compared to patients with STGD1

presenting before 20 years of age. As predictable, the presence

of foveal sparing ophthalmoscopically is associatedwith better

visual acuity in diverse cohorts of patients.48

The Progression of Atrophy Secondary to Stargardt

Disease (ProgStar) study, a landmark project involving

a large international cohort of STGD1 patients based on both

prospective and retrospective analyses, reported no significant

change in BCVA during a 12-month follow-up49 and

a clinically small BCVA loss over 24 months.50 The change

rate varied depending on baseline BCVA and visual involve-

ment; eyes with no or modest acuity impairment but with

a foveal lesion at baseline had the fastest loss rate.

Nevertheless, due to its slow rate of change over time,

BCVA might not be looked at as a reliable endpoint for

putative STGD1 treatments.

Monitoring Progression of STGD1
Ophthalmoscopic signs and the visual function might not

be helpful in monitoring STGD1, either in the first phase

or in the later stage of the disease. The classic yellowish-

white fundus flecks, the alteration of the foveal reflex, and

the RPE and choroidal irregularities generally appear late.

On the other hand, high BCVA might be maintained if

a small island of foveal photoreceptors is preserved.

Conversely, novel non-invasive imaging techniques, as

FAF and OCT, might attain valuable information on the

metabolic state of the photoreceptor/RPE complex since

the very early stages.

FFA reveals blockage of the choroidal fluorescence,

referred to as the dark choroid sign, due to the lipofuscin

accumulation into the RPE cells; however, the dark choroid

is a late-onset feature and is not detectable in all cases.

Moreover, in cases of advanced disease, it might be difficult

to identify due to the presence of extensive window defects in

regions of confluent RPE atrophy.51 ICGA provides useful

information about the alterations of the choroidal vascula-

ture, revealing hypofluorescence within the area of macular

atrophy (dark atrophy).52 This sign has been interpreted as

extended damage of the CC, and (when present) is useful to

distinguish late-onset STGD1 from geographic atrophy (GA)

secondary to age-related macular degeneration.

SW-FAF and NIR-FAF
Short-wavelength FAF (SW-FAF) imaging, based on the

signal derived from lipofuscin excited with a 488-nm

wavelength beam, has been used as a fast and reproducible

technique to calculate the progression of RPE atrophy in

both monocentric and multicentric studies.12 Reported

rates of progression are slightly different across different

investigations, as mainly dependent on the age of the

patients, the advancement of the disease, and the method

of hypo-FAF quantification.

In a large report on 68 patients, the rate of atrophy

enlargement was calculated stratifying patients into 3 classes,

according to the SW-FAF phenotype (Table 1).45 The rate of

progression was significantly faster in type 3 lesions

(4.37 mm2/year) compared to type 1 (0.06 mm2/year) and

type 2 (0.67 mm2/year) ones (Figure 3).45

Indeed, two different types of decreased autofluores-

cence have been proposed based on the measurement of

relative of darkness with respect to the optic nerve head

(or, if not present in the image, the retinal vessels), con-

sidered as the reference for 100% blackness on the gray

scale: definitely decreased autofluorescence (DDAF),

defined as a signal more than 90% black in reference to

the optic nerve head, and questionably decreased auto-

fluorescence (QDAF), defined as 50% to 90% black, as

compared to the reference.53 Areas of QDAF tend to be

unstable on consecutive examinations; they have been

interpreted as a transition state between healthy retina

and regions of advanced disease (ie, DDAF). Therefore,

lesions of QDAF may be still amenable to rescue, and may

be of interest for future therapeutic interventions. DDAF

and QDAF can be summed up to calculate the total

decreased autofluorescence (TDAF). Mean progression of

TDAF has been estimated as 0.35 mm2/year (95% CI,

0.42–0.61) and 0.64 mm2/year (95% CI, 0.54–0.97) in

the retrospective54 and in the prospective12 branch of the

ProgStar study, respectively. The growth rates were depen-

dent on initial lesion size, with larger lesions at baseline

expanding faster than smaller ones. Unifocal lesions

tended to display a milder course with respect to multi-

focal atrophy, regardless of lesion size at baseline.54

Alongside the observation of hypo-FAF consequent to the

RPE loss, FAF allows for the identification of other lesions

pathognomonic of STGD1, as the hyperautofluorescent border

surrounding the RPE atrophy in certain phenotypes,55 which is

believed to represent accelerated bisretinoid production in

metabolically-deranged RPE/photoreceptor complex. This

feature has been identified as a predictor of selective atrophy

enlargement in STGD1, even though no association between

the rate of progression and the hyper-FAF ring surrounding

RPE atrophy has been proven.12 Another distinctive feature of
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STGD1 is the peripapillary sparing, which often helps to

distinguish this disease from other phenocopies (e.g. PRPH2-

related retinopathies).56,57

Near-infraredFAF (NIR-FAF, 787nmexcitation), originat-

ing from melanin in the choroid and RPE, is another conve-

nient method to visualize the alterations secondary to STGD1;

NIR-FAF has been found to correlate consistently with SW-

FAF and the loss of the photoreceptor band on OCT.58,59

Theoretically, NIR-FAF has potential advantages over

SW-FAF in the evaluation of STGD 1 progression. Because

degenerating photoreceptor cells produce an abnormally

higher amount of lipofuscin, SW-FAF signal might be falsely

normal in correspondence of atrophic RPE lesions; on the

other hand, NIR-FAF provides a better delineation of RPE

cell loss and photoreceptor damage compared to shorter wave-

length imaging techniques.60 Also, fovea involvement may be

better assessed with NIR-FAF (Figure 4). Nevertheless, NIR-

FAF has not met the same enthusiasm in the international

scientific community in comparison to SW-FAF. One of the

drawbacks of NIR-FAF includes the technical difficulty of

obtaining gradable images in the absence of adequate pupil

dilatation and media transparency. Moreover, interpretation of

NIR-FAF is challenging in cases of evident RPE atrophy due

to the presence of melanin both within the RPE cells and the

underlying choroid.

Relatively new automated or semi-automated tools to

quantify FAF signal,61 as quantitative autofluorescence

(qAF),55,62 and new techniques, as fluorescence lifetime

imaging ophthalmoscopy (FLIO),63 have allowed more pre-

cise, objective and reliable methods of assessing the course

of the disease. In particular, FLIO is a novel non-invasive

imaging method detecting anatomic and metabolic changes

of the human retina in vivo.64 The analysis of retinal fluor-

escence lifetimes has been used to characterize and differ-

entiate hyperfluorescent lesions and hypofluorescent atrophic

areas in STGD1 and is potentially able to predict disease

progression and assess therapeutic effects in upcoming clin-

ical trials.64

Optical Coherence Tomography and

Optical Coherence Tomography

Angiography
Spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) and swept-source OCT

(SS-OCT) have led to consistent improvements in spatial

and depth resolution in comparison to previous generation

time-domain instruments. Both devices allow visualization

of the individual layers of the retina and the choroid, en

face reconstruction, or simultaneous imaging with infra-

red, color, or FAF acquisition.

A generalized thinning of the neuroepithelium and

diffuse atrophic changes involving the outermost retinal

layers (namely, the external limiting membrane (ELM),

the ellipsoid zone (EZ) and the EPR) are the hallmarks

of the disease. The EZ and the ELM are two distinct

Figure 3 Progression of STGD1. First row: Short wavelength autofluorescence, Multicolor imaging, and OCT at baseline. Second row: Short wavelength autofluorescence,

Multicolor imaging, and OCTafter 12 months, showing enlargement of the area of RPE and photoreceptor loss on autofluorescence and central retinal thinning the foveal area.
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hyperreflective layers in the outer retina strongly asso-

ciated with photoreceptor integrity. The degree of EZ

and ELM disruption correlates well with the BCVA65

and the retinal function as measured on multifocal ERG

(mfERG) or microperimetry (MP),60,66 consistent with

the findings in other macular conditions. Using quanti-

fication of the EZ defect on serial SD-OCT imaging as

the main predictor of disease progression, a rate of RPE

atrophy expansion between 0.2865 and 0.31 mm2/year67

has been calculated. The vectors of atrophy enlargement

were not uniform, and EZ changes were detected also in

areas of apparently normal FAF signal. In fact, the

extent of photoreceptor damage on SD-OCT appeared

to exceed area of RPE loss according to different

studies.59,68,69

In a limited subgroup of patients, a peculiar macular

phenotype has been recognized by means of SD-OCT,

referred to as foveal cavitation (FC) (Figure 5).7 FC con-

sists in the focal absence of the outer segments and EZ of

the foveal photoreceptors in patients with general preser-

vation of the ELM; this feature is generally stable versus

time, but is associated with a punctual profound loss of

retinal sensitivity on MP and mfERG.

Finally, SD-OCT has shown reliability in the diagnosis and

follow-up of patients developing macular CNV (Figure 6).70

Enhanced depth imaging (EDI) OCT and SS-OCT

allowed for deep range imaging of the CC and the choroid

in STGD1 patients. Previous studies have found contra-

dictive results with regards to subfoveal choroidal thick-

ness (SFCT) in patients with STGD1 compared with

matched normal controls.71–73 The analysis relying on SS-

OCT revealed a generalized thinning of the choroid affect-

ing mainly the mall choroidal vessels.74 Similarly, the

choroidal vascularity index, calculated using the ratio of

luminal area/total choroidal area, was significantly reduced

in STGD1 patients as compared with normal eyes, with

a significant negative correlation with BCVA.75 Recently,

four choroidal patterns have been described, with the

following distribution: pattern 1 (normal appearing chor-

oid) (15%), pattern 2 (reduced Sattler or Haller layer)

(29%), pattern 3 (reduced Sattler and Haller layers)

(26%), pattern 4 (Pattern 3 + choroidal caverns) (30%).

CBA

FED

Figure 4 Comparison between short wavelength autofluorescence and near-infrared autofluorescence. Preservation of RPE in the foveal region is clearer onmulticolor (A,B) and
near-infrared autofluorescence (C, D) than on short wavelength autofluorescence (E–F), as the dark signal in the fovea in the latter due to blockage of normal choroidal

fluorescence might be misinterpreted as RPE atrophy in the macular region.
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BA

C

Figure 5 Foveal cavitation in STGD1. Short wavelength autofluorescence (A) and near-infrared autofluorescence (B) show macular mottling of RPE. In OCT (C),

foveal cavitation appears as a hollow subfoveal space due to focal loss of RPE and photoreceptors with backscattering effect. External limiting membrane is

preserved.

A CB

D

Figure 6 Choroidal neovascularization in STGD1. Fundus autofluorescence (A) shows hyperautofluorescent flecks s and irregular macular hypoautofluorescence. Early (B)
and late (C) fluorescein angiography frames demonstrate a parafoveal focal dye leakage, corresponding to a type 1 choroidal neovascularization (CNV). OCT scan (D)

reveals growth of the CNV above the RPE with mild exudation, along with focal irregularity/atrophy of RPE/ellipsoid zone layers.
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These patterns positively correlated with loss of retinal

structural integrity on OCT. Furthermore, only advanced

patterns (ie, pattern 3 and pattern 4) showed remarkable

signs of progression after one-year follow-up.76

OCTA allows to study retinal and choroidal micro-

vasculature without dye injection and has been used to

assess the superficial and the deep retinal vascular plexa

as well as the CC in several retinal vascular diseases,

including STGD1. There is overall agreement that

patients with STGD1 show a reduction of the superficial

capillary plexus (SCP), the deep capillary plexus (DCP),

and the CC compared to healthy eyes (Figure 7).8,9,77

Comparing paired FAF and OCTA examinations, it

appeared that RPE damage on FAF was significantly

larger than CC loss on OCTA, which might suggest

RPE damage precedes CC loss in the natural history of

the disease.10 Moreover, OCTA permits an overall differ-

entiation between STGD1 cases and GA secondary to

AMD patients on the basis of CC impairment: while

STGD1 eyes display a severe loss of CC with a clear

demarcation between diseased CC and normal areas, GA

revealed rarefied but still present CC within the area of

RPE atrophy, with no detectable transition zone.78

Longitudinal studies in GA secondary to AMD have

demonstrated a significant correlation between CC

impairment and disease progression;79,80 as longitudinal

studies involving OCTA in patients with STGD1 disease

do not exist yet, the role of this technique in assessing

the rate of progression of STGD1 is still vague.

Microperimetry
MP is a suitable tool to measure the residual function of

the macula, the location, and the stability of fixation in

STGD1 patients, thanks to the fundus tracking and fixation

monitoring features embedded in most of the commer-

cially-available instruments.81,82 These parameters have

been used to quantify the decline of visual function in

longitudinal studies of patients with STGD. As RPE atro-

phy progresses into the fovea, STGD1 patients begin to

use an eccentric location of the retina to fixate, corre-

sponding to a healthier retinal locus. This area is often

characterized by reduced retinal sensitivity and poor fixa-

tion stability.

MP has also been used to examine the visual func-

tion changes related to the presence of retinal flecks;

a significant difference in the mean retinal sensitivity

has been found between flecked and “unflecked” areas,

with most flecked areas having a decrease in

sensitivity.83

Although significant heterogeneity in retinal sensitivity

and preferred retinal locus (PRL) of fixation have been

recorded depending on the instrument used for the

examination,84 retinal sensitivity tends to be inversely

correlated to disease duration and directly correlated with

BCVA, even with some exceptions.81 Moreover, a linear

relationship has been found between fixation location and

BCVA (1° farther PRL eccentricity is associated with

a 2.3-letter loss of BCVA) and between fixation stability

and BCVA. In accordance with previous studies,65

Schönbach et al demonstrated an association between ear-

lier onset of disease symptoms and a longer duration of

STGD1 with a more eccentric location of the PRL in

a cross-sectional analysis of the ProgStar patients.85

In conclusion, MP equipped with eye-tracking can pro-

vide a quantifiable evaluation of the remaining visual func-

tion, developing a better understanding of vision changes in

STGD1 patients, and may be used as a secondary outcome

measure for therapeutic trials in STGD1. These results may

be important also in the rehabilitation of patients with

central vision loss; biofeedback techniques coupled with

MP have shown significant improvements in fixation stabi-

lity, mean BCVA, mean reading speed, and contrast sensi-

tivity for STGD1 subjects with unstable eccentric

fixation.86

*

BA

DC

Figure 7 Optical coherence tomography angiography of STGD1. OCTangiography

(left) shows foveal avascular zone enlargement and reduced vessel density on

superficial capillary plexus (A) and deep capillary plexus (B), as well as damaged

choriocapillaris (C). (D) Shows the corresponding autofluorescence.
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Management and Treatment of
STGD1
There is lack of consensus regarding the most appropriate

management of patients with STGD1, and the actual ther-

apeutic opportunities are scarce. Latest studies have

focused on achieving a better understanding of the under-

lying genetic defects and the pathogenetic mechanisms

leading to visual damage in STGD1, rather than proposing

guidelines for follow-up and treatment.

Even if there is no approved treatment for STGD1,

different therapies are under investigation (Table 2); the

most promising are visual cycle modulators, complement

inhibitors, gene therapy, and stem-cell therapy.

Visual Cycle Modulators
The aim of Visual Cycle Modulators (VCM) is to prevent the

accumulation of toxic Vitamin A dimers at the level of the

RPE.87 Emixustat inhibits retinoid isomerohydrolase and

decreases the conversion of all-trans-retinyl ester to 11-cis-

retinol, with the aim to slow down the formation A2E. The

drug has been recently tested in patients with GA secondary to

AMD; the drug was overall well-tolerated,88 but failed to exert

a therapeutic effect on the rate of progression of GA in the

treated arm.89 A multicenter, randomized, double-masked,

placebo-controlled study to evaluate the efficacy and safety

of emixustat compared to placebo in subjects who have macu-

lar atrophy secondary to STGD1 (SeaSTAR) is ongoing.90

ALK-001 is a chemically modified form of vitamin A,

in which three hydrogen atoms have been replaced with

deuterium atoms (heavy hydrogen). In preclinical studies,

ALK-001 reduced the buildup of lipofuscin and the

decline in ERG amplitudes.91 It is currently being evalu-

ated in a double-masked, placebo-controlled, clinical trial

in Stargardt disease.92

VM200 is a primary ammine which reacts with all-

trans retinal and forms a non-toxic Schiff base, preventing

the formation of A2E and cellular damage. VM200 has

been tested in preclinical trials and showed positive results

in murine models. Isotretinoin,93 fenretinide, and other

non-retinoids compounds were shown to inhibit the accu-

mulation of lipofuscin in mouse models of recessive

STGD1 by inhibiting different enzymatic steps of the

visual cycle.94

Complement Inhibition
Inflammation is thought to have a role in the progression

of STGD1. A2E and other bisretinoids could activate the

complement system in RPE cell, inducing inflammation

Table 2 Treatment Currently Under Investigation for Stargardt Disease

Treatment Class Mechanism Company Phase

ACU-4429 (Emixustat) Visual Cycle

Modulator

Inhibition of retinoid isomerohydrolase Acucela Inc Phase 3

(SeaSTAR)

ALK-001 Visual Cycle

Modulator

Chemically modified Vitamin A preventing Vitamin

A dimerization

Alkeus

Pharmaceuticals

Phase 2

(TEASE)

VM200 Visual Cycle

Modulator

Primary ammine which reacts with all-trans retinal forming

a non-toxic Schiff base

Vision

Medicine

Preclinical

Trials

Isotretinoin Visual Cycle

Modulator

Inhibition of 11-cis-retinol dehydrogenase Patent expired Preclinical

Trials

Fenretinide Visual Cycle

Modulator

Synthetic retinoid which binds to retinol-binding protein 4 Sirion

Therapeutics

Preclinical

Trials

A1120 Visual Cycle

Modulator

Non retinoid RBP4 antagonist iCura Vision Preclinical

Trials

Avacincaptad pegol

(Zimura®)

Complement

inhibition

Complement

C5 inhibitor

Ophthotech

Corporation

Phase 2b

SAR422459 Gene therapy Recombinant lentiviral vector containing a functioning

ABCA4

Sanofi, Oxford

Biomedica

Phase I/II

Human embryonic stem cell-

derived RPE

Stem cells

therapy

Replacement of RPE cells restoring the function of

overlying retina

Advanced Cell

Technology

Phase I/II
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and promoting RPE and photoreceptors degeneration.95,96

Complement inhibition has demonstrated a protective role

in cultured RPE cells against apoptosis and a reduction in

the accumulation of lipofuscin in a mouse model of

STGD1.97

Avacincaptad pegol (Zimura, Ophthotech Corporation)

is an inhibitor of complement component 5 (C5), adminis-

tered by intravitreal injection. C5 plays a pivotal role in

the assemblage of membrane attack complex (MAC). Its

inhibition is thought to prevent the formation of the MAC

and reduce the rate of photoreceptor and RPE loss in

STGD1. A phase 2b trial is ongoing.

Gene Therapy
In the majority of cases, STGD1 is caused by loss-of-

function mutations of the gene ABCA4. Gene therapy aims

to introduce a functional gene in the retina, supplementing

the role of the impaired one in order to restore the normal

cycling of 11-cis-retinal and preventing the accumulation of

lipofuscin. There are two main ways to administer retinal

gene therapy: intravitreal injection or subretinal delivery.98

In the intravitreal injection, the vector is injected in the

vitreous cavity and then diffuses to the retina. Subretinal

injections are more invasive, requiring pars plana vitrect-

omy and a small neurosensory retinal detachment, but deli-

ver the vectors directly between RPE cells and

photoreceptors. In inherited retinal diseases, adeno-

associated virus (AAV) and lentivirus have been used as

viral vectors to deliver the intact target genes.99 As the

length of the ABCA4 gene (6.8 kb) exceeds the transporta-

tion capacity of AAV (4.5–5 kb), lentiviruses have been

considered the vector of choice for STGD1 trials.

SAR422459 (Oxford Biomedica, Sanofi), formerly known

as Stargen, is a recombinant lentiviral vector based on

Equine Infectious Anemia Virus containing a functioning

ABCA4 gene. It was preclinically tested in mice, macaques,

and rabbits, with encouraging results.100,101 A phase I/II

clinical trial has started in 2011, but up to date, no preli-

minary results have been published.102

Stem Cells Transplantation
Stem cells are a promising therapeutic option in STGD1,

whose purpose is to replace lost RPE cell in degenerated

tissue. Preclinical studies of RPE cells derived from human

embryonic stem cell (hESC) showed encouraging results: the

subretinal transplantation of these cells in mouse models

improved visual function and photoreceptor survival in a dose-

dependent way.103 A phase I/IIa clinical trial was conducted to

test the safety profile of transplanted RPE cells originated from

hESC in patients with STGD1, enrolling 13 patients. The trial

met its primary endpoint, demonstrating the tolerability of

stem cell therapy. A longer follow-up (5-years) of this study

is still uncompleted.

Treatment of Complications
The development of CNV in patients with STGD1,

although rare, can lead to rapid and severe vision loss.

Laser photocoagulation104 and photodynamic therapy105

have been attempted for the treatment of choroidal neo-

vascular membranes, without encouraging results.

The efficacy of vascular endothelial growth factor

(VEGF) inhibition has been demonstrated for neovascular-

ization of other rarer etiologies rather than AMD, includ-

ing STGD1.70,106 Ranibizumab has shown slowing down

CNV progression, apparently without significant visual

improvement. However, due to the infrequent rate of

CNV development in STGD1, it is difficult to achieve

robust evidence for the long-term management of neovas-

cular membranes in these patients.

Conclusion
STGD1 still represents one of the major common causes of

inherited childhood and adulthood irreversible visual impair-

ment. Due to its high phenotypic and genotypic heterogene-

ity, STGD1 is a complex disease to understand. Increasingly

improved non-invasive imaging techniques, biochemical

and genetic advances have led to substantial forward steps

in the monitoring and management of patients with STGD1.

Optimization in study design and implementation of inter-

ventional trials will be pivotal in reaching the ambitious goal

to shed complete light on this disease.
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